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Roots in the Sky
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WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION

Welcome to this exhibition to discuss 
Fabrix’s proposed application to make minor 
amendments to our planning consent for the 
former Blackfriars Crown Court.

We are seeking residents’ feedback on changes to the 
consented scheme (Ref: 22/AP/1347) known as Roots 
in the Sky.

In this drop-in session, you will find an update on the work 
Fabrix has undertaken since the latest planning permission 
was awarded, details of further refinements to the scheme 
and our forthcoming application, and the opportunity to have 
your say on the proposed amendments. 

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate 
to contact us via:

Telephone 
020 3900 3676

Email 
blackfriars-crown-court@kandaconsulting.co.uk

Website 
www.blackfriars-crown-court.com
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TEAM 

Roots in the Sky has brought together 
a world-class team, all with vital 
experience of working on sustainable 
and transformative schemes both 
nationally and within the capital.

The team is led by Fabrix, a property investment and development 
business founded in 2016 specialising in bringing value to underutilised 
and overlooked urban spaces. Through a fresh approach to finance, 
technology, and architecture, Fabrix is pioneering a highly flexible 
model of urban development. 

Fabrix combine the highest standards of design and environmental 
performance to create healthy, desirable spaces that are future proofed 
for the ever-changing urban landscape. For more information on Fabrix, 
you can visit our website: https://fabrix.london/

In January 2021, Sheppard Robson Architects joined the team to oversee 
the implementation, detailed design, and delivery of Roots in the Sky, 
along with renowned construction management experts Blue Sky 
Building who are appointed to advise on the build process and ways we 
can minimise the potential effects on our neighbours. Fabrix have also 
appointed the enabling works and main contractors, Erith and Mace, to 
deliver this exciting scheme.

Our world-class team behind the proposals:

SHEPPARD ROBSON
Architect

GERALD EVE
Planning consultant

PELL FRISCHMANN
Transport consultant

ATELIER TEN
Energy and 

sustainability 
consultant

BLUE SKY BUILDING
Construction 
Management
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THE STORY SO FAR 

Roots in the Sky will provide a world-class 
workspace built to address the urban 
challenges of our time on the site of 
the former Blackfriars Crown Court. 

During 2021 - 2022 we asked for your views on changes to the scheme 
resulting from analysis evaluating the foundations of the building. This 
resulted in submission of a S73 application in April 2022 and approval 
granted by Southwark Council in October 2022 (Ref: 22/AP/1347)

The approved plans (Ref:22/AP/1347) will deliver:

1. An exceptional quality office-led space with a mix of uses 
and publicly accessible spaces

2. 10% affordable workspace for Southwark 
SMEs and start-ups 

3. A Community Garden Terrace at roof level including 
a Barn for educational and local community use

4. A Community Auditorium operating seven days a week 
for charities, cultural activities, and other non-profits

5. A new public route through the ground floor from 
Pocock Street to Loman Street

6. Retail enterprise spaces for young entrepreneurs or 
SMEs funded by Enterprise Grants

7. An extensively landscaped roofscape
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MAKING IMPROVEMENTS

We are seeking to make minor changes to the 
consented proposals. 
 
Since our original application was consented in May 2021, 
and amendments to this scheme approved in October 2022, 
the design team have continued to develop the detailed 
design of the proposals. In parallel, discussions have been 
progressing with both potential occupiers and appointed 
contractors. As a result, a number of refinements have been 
identified to further enhance the scheme. 

The proposed refinements do not fundamentally alter the 
principles of the permitted development. Whilst a series of 
minor changes are proposed, this is a function of the scale 
and complexity of the building to be delivered and evolution 
of the scheme through the design stages and contractor 
involvement ahead of delivery early next year.

These are summarised as follows:

• Minor refinement to the elevations and roof top pavilions

• Infill to a portion of the mezzanine floor voids to increase occupier use 
flexibility, resulting in refinement to: 

   o Affordable workspace 

   o Cycle storage 

   o Bin storage

• Minor internal layout refinement

• Landscape design enhancements 

This further design development has enhanced the scheme 
whilst keeping the original concept. 
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Proposed Refinements

During 2021/2, the design team have been developing the detailed 
design of the proposals.

In parallel, discussions have been progressing with both potential 
occupiers and appointed contractors. As a result, a number of 
refinements have been identified to further enhance the scheme.

1. Minor Elevational Changes

There has been minimal movement of doors and windows to support 
technical requirements including building regulations, ventilation 
strategy, fire strategy, solar strategy and coordination of the 
development of the internal layouts. There has also been very limited 
movement of some of the roof top pavilions to better align with the 
landscape proposals and legibility of these spaces.

2. Infilling of Mezzanine Floor Voids

As part of the detailed design work on the proposed building, Fabrix 
have conducted a further review on the flexibility of the floorplates with 
potential occupiers. 

Previously, with a CLT structure, the locations for void openings were 
predefined in accordance with the fire strategy. With the change to 
concrete, voids do not have to be predefined. This allows for flexibility to 
be designed in for voids to be created at a future date in alignment with 
the eventual occupiers’ operational needs.
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PROPOSED REFINEMENTS (1)

Consented South ElevationConsented South Elevation

Proposed South ElevationProposed South Elevation

Along the facade of 
Level 5, the solid to 
glazing ratio has been 
revised to support the 
solar shading strategy.

4. The Proposed Refinements - (A) Minor Refinements to the Elevations4. The Proposed Refinements - (A) Minor Refinements to the Elevations
Level 5
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4. Proposed Refinements - (B) Improving tenant flexibility by infilling portions of mezzanine floor 4. Proposed Refinements - (B) Improving tenant flexibility by infilling portions of mezzanine floor 
voidsvoids

Third Floor Plan as proposed (formerly Third Floor Mezzanine)Third Floor Plan as proposed (formerly Third Floor Mezzanine)

Third Floor Mezzanine as consentedThird Floor Mezzanine as consented

As part of the detailed design work on the proposed building, Fabrix have 
conducted a further review on the flexibility of the floorplates with potential 
occupiers. 

Previously with a CLT structure  the locations for void openings were 
predefined in accordance with the fire strategy. With the change to concrete, 
voids do not have to be predefined and without an occupier(s) on board, Fabrix 
would rather retain flexibility for voids to be created in the future, in locations 
which align with the occupiers’ operational requirements. Adaptability is built 
into the structural design of the building in order to enable this.

Additional Improvements include:

• Improved Tenant Flexibility - Allowing voids to be created in the future, once 
occupier requirements are known.

• Rationalised Stair Cores - Additional staircases are no longer required 
within the mezzanine floor voids, due to the consented rationalised stair 
core design.

• Minimised Embodied - Additional staircases are no longer required within 
the mezzanine floor voids, resulting in a reduction to embodied carbon for 
the scheme.
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Proposed minor refinement to the South Elevation

Proposed minor refinement to the infill of the third floor
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3. Increased Affordable Workspace Offer
As a result of the increase in office floorspace created by the proposals, 
we will provide an additional 143sqm of affordable workspace 
at levels B1, Ground and Mezzanine, meeting Southwark’s policy 
requirement of 10% affordable workspace.

To support this increase of workspace and affordable workspace, Fabrix 
are looking to proportionately increase the amount of cycle parking 
and bin storage. An additional 22 long stay spaces are required, with no 
necessity to add further short stay cycle parking. One additional 1,100 
litre bin and one extra cardboard bale bin is to be added to the existing 
bin store at basement level B2 within the building. 

The proposed revisions meet policy requirements.

4. Landscape Design Enhancements 
We have continued to work with Harris Bugg, Chelsea Flower Show 
gold medal winners, to develop the exciting ideas for the roof top and 
terrace landscaping. The proposal has not significantly changed from 
the consented scheme, with the community garden remaining in its 
approved form and size, however some architectural refinements have 
resulted in minor changes and enhancements to the landscape design.

The refined landscaping layout will continue to deliver:
• 125 trees - a 25% increase from the originally consented scheme
• 10,000 plants
• 1,000 tonnes of soil

The 4th floor community terrace with edible planting, community barn, 
greenhouse and potting sheds and the extensively planted 6th floor roof 
garden has been enhanced.
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PROPOSED REFINEMENTS (2)
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Although these proposed minor refinements 
will not change the demolition or construction 
process, Fabrix would like to reiterate their 
commitments to the local community. 

Together with residents, we take construction and its effects on local 
neighbourhoods very seriously, so we have welcomed renowned 
construction management experts Blue Sky Building to the Project 
Team in order to devise ways of mitigating the effects and oversee this 
process.

As part of our commitments to you, we will provide:

An open-door service for all queries including on-site contact and 
management with the appointed Contractor.

Regular updates and Construction Liaison Group meetings 
with local residents.

Works to be carried out strictly under agreed site hours of 
Monday to Friday 08:00 – 18:00 and Saturdays 09:00 to 14:00, 
with noisy works being confined to a shorter time period.

Appointment of a traffic marshall to ensure safe road crossing for 
school children based on requirements agreed with Haberdasher 
Aske’s Borough Academy.

A revised logistics plan which takes construction and delivery 
vehicles inside the Blackfriars Crown Court building during the 
main stage of demolition. 

Having construction vehicles inside the site will minimise effects 
on residents and mean that less space is taken up on local roads.

Protected sheeted scaffolding will be erected alongside the 
façade to provide dust and noise mitigation. Fine water spray will 
add additional control to dust during demolition. 

We welcome all suggestions from local residents, and as part of our 
commitment to you will regularly stay in touch. 

We will keep residents continuously informed of the latest 
news during construction and maintain an open door for 
any queries that you may have.
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CONSTRUCTION 

These commitments will reduce the number of vehicles, 
noise, dust, and general disruption to residents.
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Fabrix is incredibly pleased to be a member 
of the SE1 neighbourhood. We have been 
busy building our team that understands the 
local area and can provide a bespoke and 
nuanced delivery of the project in relation to 
residents’ needs.
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FABRIX IN THE COMMUNITY

XP Youth Charity ‘Girls Summer Programme’

BOST Jubilee Festival
Guys and St Thomas’Hospital Summer Social at 
The Binary

Living Bankside Young Leaders’ Academy

We have continued to truly enjoy sponsoring and partnering on local 
events, building relationships with local community organisations and 
charities, and inviting them to use some of our Borough and Bankside 
spaces, including the building we are in today, The Binary.

We work closely with Bankside Open Spaces Trust (BOST) and Living 
Bankside, amongst others, and have supported many of their events and 
initiatives again this year. 

We sponsored and took part in both the BOST Jubilee Festival and the 
Great Get Together Bankside with Living Bankside in June, as well as 
BOST’s Winter Warmer in Octavia Hill’s Red Cross Garden just last week.

We continue to welcome many local charities and community 
organisiations to use our spaces at both The Binary and Blackfriars 
Crown Court. 

In the last few months alone we have had the pleasure of hosting AGE 
UK, Guy’s & St Thomas’ Hospital Gastrointestinal Medicine & Surgery 
Team, The Big Issue Foundation, Living Bankside’s Leaders’ Academy, XLP 
Youth Charity, and Justice and Care’s anti-slavery fundraiser.
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Thank you for viewing our proposals 
for Roots in the Sky. We hope you have 
found this exhibition useful and informative.

We would be delighted if you could leave your feedback on 
the scheme, as we will look to submit application to the 
London Borough of Southwark soon.
 
If you would like to get in contact with the team to discuss 
the proposals, or have any further queries, please do not 
hesitate to get in contact via the details on the right.
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NEXT STEPS

Telephone 
020 3900 3676

Email 
blackfriars-crown-court@kandaconsulting.co.uk

Website 
www.blackfriars-crown-court.com


